<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TUESDAY</th>
<th>WEDNESDAY</th>
<th>THURSDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1     | **12-Jul**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Disney Gender - Male Stereotypes  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar & Comprehension | **13-Jul**  
Homework Correction  
The Feed and note taking  
**Homework Unit 29 Due**  
**14-Jul**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Planning – What is a stereotype?  
**Big Write** and VCOP | |
| 2     | **19-Jul**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Disney Gender - Female Stereotypes  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar  
Essay Writing Step by Step | **20-Jul**  
Homework Correction  
TED Talk and note taking  
**Homework Unit 7 Due**  
**21-Jul**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Planning for Writing Task One | |
| 3     | **26-Jul**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Watch: “Beauty and the Beast” and take notes on Male and Female Stereotyping  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar  
Comprehension | **27-Jul**  
Homework Correction  
The Feed and note taking  
**Homework Unit 8 Due**  
**28-Jul**  
**On Demand Testing** | |
| 4     | **2-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
What impacts do stereotypes have on the real world?  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar  
Comprehension | **3-Aug**  
Homework Correction  
TED Talk and note taking  
**Homework Unit 18 Due**  
**4-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
**Big Write Task One**  
VCOP and Goals. | |
| 5     | **9-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
**Cold Write** | **10-Aug**  
Homework Correction  
The Feed and note taking  
**Homework Unit 19 Due**  
**11-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar  
Comprehension  
Planning for Writing Task Two | |
| 6     | **16-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Start preparing for Persuasive Oral Presentation | **17-Aug**  
Homework Correction  
TED Talk and note taking  
**Homework Unit 20 Due**  
**18-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
**Big Write Task Two**  
VCOP and Goals  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar  
Essay Writing Step by Step | |
| 7     | **23-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Continue preparing for Persuasive Oral Presentation | **24-Aug**  
Homework Correction  
The Feed and note taking  
**Homework Unit 30 Due**  
**25-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Planning for Writing Task Three  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar  
Comprehension | |
| 8     | **30-Aug**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Continue preparing for Persuasive Oral Presentation | **31-Aug**  
Homework Correction  
TED Talk and note taking  
**Homework Unit 31 Due**  
**1-Sep**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
**Big Write Task Three**  
VCOP and Goals. | |
| 9     | **6-Sep**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
**Oral Presentations**  
**Include Peer Feedback** | **7-Sep**  
KIDS MATTER DAY | **8-Sep**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Planning for Writing Task Four  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar  
Comprehension | |
| 10    | **13-Sep**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
**Oral Presentations**  
**Include Peer Feedback** | **14-Sep**  
Homework Correction  
TED Talk and note taking  
**Homework Unit 34 & 35 Due**  
**15-Sep**  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
**Big Write Task Four**  
VCOP and Goals  
Ten Minutes Silent Reading  
Insight Grammar  
Essay Writing Step by Step | |